A New Fundus Camera Technique to Help Calculate Eye-Camera Magnification
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Objective: To find a simple means for calculating eye-camera magnification to permit estimation of true retinal object size from a retinal photograph.

Methods: The position of the focusing knob on 3 different retinal cameras (TRC-50F and TRC-50X; Topcon America Corp, Paramus, NJ; and the CR6-45NM Non-mydriatic Retinal Camera; Canon Inc, Tokyo, Japan) was measured during optic nerve photography and correlated with the refractive error, or spectacle refraction, of the subject (N=11 for each camera).

Results: A strong correlation was found between focusing knob position and spectacle refraction for each of the 3 cameras tested (r=0.96, r=0.99, and r=0.97, respectively).

Conclusions: The focusing knob position reflects the spectacle refraction of the eye being photographed, and spectacle refraction is known to correlate well with eye-camera magnification. Therefore, focusing knob position can be used to help calculate eye-camera magnification and, hence, true retinal object size.

Clinical Relevance: The true size of the optic nerve head is important for the diagnosis of glaucoma from a retinal photograph. This technique is a simple means to calculate optic nerve head size, which may be especially useful in mass retinal photographic screening programs.
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camera body to adjust the distance between the camera objective and the film plane). It is reasonable that the position of this focusing knob will reflect the spectacle refraction of the eye. This study tests this hypothesis using 3 different fundus cameras.

METHODS

The study was approved by an institutional ethics committee. Subjects were recruited from among our friends, colleagues, and the clinical practice of one of us (M.G.Q.), and care was taken to recruit subjects with a range of refractive errors. Subjects were photographed with a fundus camera, and the position of the focusing knob was recorded. For the first camera, the TRC-50F (Topcon America Corp, Paramus, NJ), a 180° protractor was affixed to the focusing knob, and the position of the knob, as measured against a fixed point marked on the camera body, was recorded as the degree number marked on the protractor (N=11). For the other 2 fundus cameras, the TRC-50X (Topcon America Corp) (N=11) and the CR6-45NM Non-mydriatic Retinal Camera (Canon Inc, Tokyo, Japan), a 180° protractor was taped to the circumference of the focusing knob. A reference mark was then made on the camera body just above the focusing knob so that a measure of the position of the knob on the ruler scale could be made in millimeters (Figure 2). This measurement was recorded for each photographed subject.

Subjects photographed with the Topcon cameras had their pupils dilated with 1 drop of 0.8% tropicamide hydrochloride and 5% phenylephrine hydrochloride before being photographed, whereas those photographed with the CR6-45NM did not have their pupils dilated. Additionally, photographs taken with the Topcon cameras were done using a red-free filter and a 20° field (these maneuvers were felt to best minimize depth of field and, hence, minimize errors in focusing knob position). Photographs taken with the CR6-45NM were performed at the standard wide-angle 45° field with no special filter in place. The position of the camera focusing knob was then correlated with each patient’s spectacle refraction using standard computer statistical software (Excel; Microsoft Corp, Redmond, Wash).

RESULTS

The position of the focusing knob on all 3 cameras correlated highly with the refractive error of the eye being photographed \((r = 0.96 \text{ for the TRC-50F); } r = 0.99 \text{ for the TRC-50X; and } r = 0.97 \text{ for the CR6-45NM}) \ (Figure 3).

COMMENT

The results show a previously unreported, highly significant correlation between the position of the focusing knob and the spectacle refraction of the eye for all 3 fundus cameras. In other words, once the camera focusing knob is appropriately positioned and focused on the retina, the position of the focusing knob reflects the absolute spherical equivalent refraction of the subject being photographed. Given that spectacle refraction can be incorporated into a formula that provides a good approximation of eye-camera magnification, the strong correlation of the focusing knob position with the subject’s spectacle refraction would permit eye-camera magnification to be calculated for any retinal photo-

Figure 1. A simple schematic showing myopic (M), emmetropic (E), and hyperopic (H) retinal objects forming their respective aerial images (M', E', and H') inside the camera. The distance between the camera objective lens and the film plane is altered with the focusing knob to bring the desired image into focus on the film plane.

Figure 2. A photograph of the knob position measuring tool (vernier scale) as used on the TRC-50X camera (Topcon America Corp, Paramus, NJ) and the CR6-45NM Non-mydriatic Retinal Camera (Canon Inc, Tokyo, Japan).
and Krakau, and they proposed that it be used as a means to help photographers with flexible accommodation to obtain better retinal photographs.

As explained by Littman and by Bengtsson and Krakau, a technique employing the spectacle refraction to derive eye-camera magnification is good but inexact. Subjects whose refractive errors do not correlate with their axial length (eg, subjects with lenticular ametropia or refractive ametropia occurring after corneal refractive surgery) will have a less accurate sizing of their optic nerve or retinal structure of interest. However, the current practice of not attempting to use eye-camera magnification correction factors at all does not permit us to increase our diagnostic accuracy for glaucoma by sizing the optic nerve.

In addition, other retinal objects, including retinal blood vessels, choroidal neovascular membranes, and tumors, can be sized with this technique. The practicality of this technique is evident when considering some of the newer digital cameras, such as the CR6-45NM, because retinal photographs obtained with these types of cameras could have the image magnification or scale adjusted automatically and simultaneously to the retinal photograph; therefore, the true size of the optic nerve and other retinal structures could be measured directly from the digital image.

In summary, the advantage of this technique can readily be seen when contemplating any population-based mass screening programs for glaucoma because all the information required to calculate optic nerve size is collected at the same sitting. Simply recording the focusing knob position (which reflects the refractive error of the patient), knowing the camera constant (representing its magnification), and incorporating this information into a formula (such as one previously derived by Bengtsson and Krakau for calculation of eye-camera magnification), will permit a good estimate of optic nerve size. Preliminary results comparing optic nerve head size calculations performed with this technique to optic nerve size calculations obtained with the Heidelberg scanning laser ophthalmoscope show a good correlation between the 2 techniques.

A larger study comparing the 2 techniques is in progress.
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Figure 3. Linear regression curves (best fit) for the 3 camera types with spectacle refraction in diopeters (D) plotted on the y-axis and focusing knob placement on the x-axis. The TRC-50F (Topcon America Corp, Paramus, NJ) results are plotted on graph A (r=0.96), the TRC-50X (Topcon America Corp) results on graph B (r=0.99), and the CR6-45NM Non-mydriatic Retinal Camera (Canon Inc, Tokyo, Japan) results on graph C (r=0.97).